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Progress to date 
Checklists 8042 

Registered Participants 339 

Atlas squares with data 1466 

Records 99,123 

Breeding species 271 

Hours of atlassing 5793 

Point counts 2880 

"Sage" Advice from an Old Buzzard 

By Alan Smith 

The Sage Thrasher was for many years one of my "nemesis" birds. After 

several unsuccessful attempts, dating back to 1969, in following up on 

observations by others, I finally saw "my own" bird  in 2010. I was doing 

some field work for the Nature Conservancy when I heard and saw a bird 

in a remote area south of Avonlea. It was a most satisfying event! 

  There is thus something to be said about being forced away from 

the safety and convenience of familiar and well-known birding spots to 

an area in which you would otherwise never set foot. Sure the odds are 

better for rarities when visiting a "hotspot", but there is definitely a thrill 

in exploring new areas especially if the odd "good bird" is encountered. 

  This why I would urge birders to be a little more venturesome and 

get involved in activities which take you off the beaten path - activities 

such as the Saskatchewan Breeding Bird Atlas - it will be worth it! 

Current as of Dec 11, 2018 

A publication of 

Alan Smith is a prominent Saskatchewan 

ornithologist and recipient of the 2018 American 

Birding Association’s Ludlow Griscom Award for 

Contributions in Regional Ornithology. In addition 

to a 50 year career with the Canadian Wildlife 

Service, Alan has authored and co-authored several 

books about Saskatchewan’s birds and he has 

coordinated a multitude of bird surveys over the 

years. His book Atlas of Saskatchewan Birds, 

published in 1996, paved the way for the 

Saskatchewan Breeding Bird Atlas and provides a 

solid base to compare changes in bird populations.   
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A female American Redstart gathers spider 

webs and begins construction on a nest—NB 

Laura Stewart 

Bird Identification Workshop Series  

This winter and spring, in an effort to introduce birdwatching to a wider 

audience and to help current Atlas participants grow their skillset, with 

help from Regional Coordinators the Atlas Office will offer a series of bird 

identification workshops ranging in skill-level from beginner to advanced. 

Beginner workshop will focus on learning the basics of bird identification 

and how to effectively use a field guide to identify birds. A series of 

intermediate workshops will cover the different bird families commonly 

encountered in Saskatchewan and work through how to identify various 

members of each family. The advanced workshops will teach birding by 

ear, opening up the world of bird songs and calls to more naturalists. 

Keep and eye out for details and schedules on the 

Upcoming Events page on the Atlas website, on our 

Facebook page, and your inbox! 
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A Western Kingbird feeds hungry fledglings 

—FY 

Maxine Earl 

https://sk.birdatlas.ca/upcoming-events/
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Atlas Update 
As winter blankets the prairies and the birds that overwinter here 

settle into their routines, at the Atlas Office we are busy wrapping up 

the loose ends of the 2018 season and hatching plans for 2019. Our 

two enthusiastic interns, Janine McManus and Laura Stewart, have 

been kept busy throughout the fall compiling data, writing reports, 

processing bioacoustic recordings of birds, and planning northern 

canoe routes. They have both been a great asset to the project, and 

we’re pleased to have Janine stay on with the Atlas over the winter 

while Laura moves down the hall to work with an Atlas collaborator. 

 Over a snowy November weekend, Regional Coordinators and 

the Atlas Office gathered in Humboldt to discuss progress made during 

the second season of the Atlas. It is always a treat to spend the 

weekend with these dedicated volunteers who pour so much of their 

time and energy into the project. We celebrated successes and shared 

stories of interesting sightings, and we brainstormed ideas for 

achieving coverage goals in the seasons to come. The enthusiasm at 

the meeting was catching, and attendees left feeling ready to tackle 

whatever challenges the next atlassing season brings! 

 Data coming in from Atlassers has now slowed from steady 

stream to a trickle as most folks seemed to have finished entering their 

2018 observations. Data entry remains open year-round, so do take 

advantage of the slower bird watching season to tackle any 

outstanding checklists that may be gathering dust! The Atlas Office is 

still working with datasets from both our bioacoustic efforts in the 

north and those from our partners, so keep an eye on the coverage 

maps as these will update and there are bound to be a few surprises in 

store! 

 We extend a heartfelt “Thank you” to all Saskatchewan Atlas 

Volunteers and Supporters; a project of this scope cannot be 

accomplished without help from communities and businesses 

throughout the province. Over the next three years we 

hope that the Atlas continues to inspire you to get out 

and explore all that our beautiful province has to offer. 

The 2018 Atlas Crew in training in Kuroki (from left 

to right): Laura Stewart, Samantha Musgrave, 

Janine McManus, Laura Cárdenas-Ortiz, Jacqueline 

Mackenzie, and Kiel Drake. 

A male Yellow-bellied Sapsucker visits a nest with 

young detected inside—NY 

Laura Stewart 
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Supporter Spotlight  

The forests of northern Saskatchewan 

cover a vast area of the province, providing 

important habitat for birds and other wildlife alike. These large tracts of 

wilderness can be difficult to access, and with a relatively few people 

living/working there, new technologies are helping to achieve coverage 

goals. The use of autonomous recording units (ARU) to capture birdsong 

has opened up opportunities for our industry partners, and volunteers 

alike, to take on an active role in the collection of valuable data for the 

Atlas. Armed with the ARU and GPS waypoints, people are using their 

orienteering skills and knowledge of the land base to help document the 

birdlife in their area of operations.  

 During summer 2018, 

Tolko’s summer students, 

Coal River Anderson and 

Brett Rodgers, took charge 

of nine ARUs. After a bit of 

training and a day spent 

deploying the recorders in 

a recent burn north of 

Prince Albert National Park, 

these intrepid students set 

out   every 7-14 days from 

late-May to early-July to 

retrieve the recorders and 

move them to new locations. Thanks to their hard work, an abundance of 

recordings were made at 36 locations across three high-priority Atlas 

squares in the heart of Region 15. The recordings provide valuable point 

count information on the bird community. This information on birds will 

be used in combination with Forest Resource Inventory information that 

industry partners have generously provided to the Atlas to help generate 

the next generation of species distribution maps. 

 Partnerships such as the one between Tolko and the Atlas are 

critical to the success of the project! If you frequent the northern forests 

and are not yet involved, please consider contacting  the Atlas Office to 

join the project. There is plenty of room for more help, and you don’t 

need to be an expert on forest birds! 

Brett Rodgers and Coal River Anderson work as a 

team to secure an autonomous recorder to a tree 

in a recently burned area. 

The view from one of the ARU deployment 

locations within a burned area. 

Brett Rodgers and Coal River Anderson prepare an 

ARU for deployment. 
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Zoom Recorders: Point Counts Reimagined 

Point-count surveys are an integral part of a Breeding Bird Atlas; the data 

collected through point counts allows our analysts to map the relative 

abundance of birds, which highlights areas of population concentration. 

Traditional point-count surveys rely on observers detecting a recognizing 

birds by sight and especially by sound, requiring a high level of bird 

identification skill. While learning bird songs and calls is an incredibly 

rewarding experience, it can also pose a daunting task for budding birders 

or other people who are keen to help collect information for the Atlas. 

Advances in technology and the science around the ever-growing field of 

bioacoustics has led us to adopt the use of audio recorders for the 

Saskatchewan Breeding Bird Atlas, allowing more participants to aid in the 

collection of point count data. Because most of the birds detected during a 

point count are heard rather than seen, a high-quality recording can be 

used to replicate a point count.  

Zoom Recorders 

With help from the Baillie Fund, the Atlas Office 

has purchased several H2n Zoom recorders to 

loan out to interested volunteers. These small 

tripod-mounted recorders are easy to use and 

have shown to collect high-quality recordings 

that can be listened to and processed into point 

counts. 

Using the Zoom to do Point Counts  

Following the instructions for how and when to 

conduct regular point counts, simply bring along a tripod-mounted Zoom 

recorder and make recordings following the steps outlined on the 

Bioacoustics Page on the Atlas website. Then, send the data files back to 

the Atlas Office where the recordings will be processed into a point count. 

Using a Zoom as a ‘Safety Blanket’ 

The Zoom recorder can be used as a ‘safety blanket’ for new point 

counters who are not yet 100% confident in their abilities or for 

people who are point counting in an unfamiliar region of the 

province and wish to verify unknown bird calls. The Zoom  can also 

be used to supplement the point counts by observers who have lost 

some hearing. Simply make the recording and use free software on 

your home computer to supplement your count. See website for 

details on using Audacity. 

Borrowing a Zoom and Tripod 

Contact your Regional Coordinator or 

the Atlas Office if you are interested in 

borrowing a Zoom recorder and 

tripod. The Zoom recorder must be 

mounted to a tripod in order to reduce 

noises inadvertently made by handling 

or remaining too near (e.g. shuffling 

feet, rubbing clothing). Conveniently, 

the Zoom recorder screws onto any 

standard tripod  mount! 

Current point count coverage for the 

Saskatchewan Breeding Bird Atlas. Includes 

recordings made as part of the bioacoustic effort 

which do not yet appear on the website. 

https://sk.birdatlas.ca/bioacoustics/
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John Patterson 

Volunteer Regional Coordinator - Region 10 

What do you do for a living? 
I'm retired from the Canadian Food Inspection Agency, where I was a chemist and lab manager.  

Where are you from? 
I'm from Ottawa originally, but have been in Saskatoon since 1981. 
 
What or who got you into birds? 
I have always been fascinated by birds and was a casual birder for many years.  As retirement 
approached I devoted more time to birding and developed an interest in recording and analysing bird 
song.  For me, part of the appeal of birding is that it is one of the few fields of science where an 
amateur can still make a contribution.  
 
What’s your favourite place to watch birds and why? 
The area northeast of Saskatoon is a favorite place - NE Swale, Porter Lake.  For me a favorite place 

needs to be close to home, somewhere I can get to easily.  Living in the east end of the city I 

appreciate the fact that I can get out of the city so quickly and find rich habitat nearby, especially for migratory 

waterfowl.  There are also quiet spots that are good for sound recording without too much background noise.  

Why is the Atlas important to you? 
The Atlas project is an opportunity to use and further develop my birding skills and to contribute to our understanding of 

the distribution and abundance of breeding birds in Saskatchewan, both of which are important to me.  I expect that it will 

get me out to new locations and identify new hotspots that none of us have been visiting regularly.  It will also expand the 

birding community through training initiatives that develop skills and simply by introducing birders to each other.  It is 

encouraging to know that our efforts in launching the Atlas will be followed up every few years with an update, providing a 

valuable tool for tracking populations and guiding conservation efforts.   

Atlas Team Biographies 

Stan Shadick 

Volunteer Regional Coordinator – Region 10 

What do you do for a living? 
I have retired from teaching astronomy classes and physics labs at the 

University of Saskatchewan for the past 40 years.  

Where are you from? 
I live and grew up in Saskatoon.  

 
What or who got you into birds? 
My dad who was active in the Saskatoon Nature Society. My mentor was Jim 
Hogg who took me on my first May Bird Count.  
 
What’s your favourite place to watch birds and why? 
Meewasin’s riverside Cosmopolitan and Factoria Parks for migrant warblers, and Cypress Hills for western birds. I also enjoy birding in 

grassland and boreal habitats. I enjoy leading others on birding field trips for the Saskatoon Nature Society.  

Why is the Atlas important to you? 
It’s a good citizen science project. It gives me a purpose to get out and observe breeding birds and help monitor any 

changes to their populations. I feel this is useful when Nature Saskatchewan and its affiliate clubs advocate for 

habitat conservation.  
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New Interactive Coverage Map 

The coverage map tracks progress in real time and allows users to quickly view information about the 

data collected in any Atlas square. The link to the Coverage map is located on the left-hand menu of 

the SK Atlas NatureCounts page. 

 

1. Choose what to display on the Effort tab.  

2. Select Saskatchewan. 

3. Select a  specific region to display, or select “All regions”.  

4. Click to highlight priority squares or display square assignments.  

5. Refresh the map manually if does not load on its own. 

6. Click on a square to view details. The square number links to the Square Summary Sheet. 

1 2 3 

4 5 

7 
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https://www.birdscanada.org/birdmon/skatlas/atlaseffortmap.jsp
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Counting Birds for the Atlas - Dealing with Young Birds 
When reporting birds for the Atlas, it is important to remember that in our counts we should only tally birds 

that are likely to be breeding. For young birds, this means leaving them out of the totals! This may mean 

reporting a count of zero if only young birds are encountered. Below are examples that illustrate different 

scenarios involving recently fledged young. 

Species: American Avocet 

Breeding Evidence Code: FY  

Count: 0 

Two young American Avocets who are incapable of 

sustained flight are observed alone. Since no adults are 

encountered, report a count of zero. Add in the 

comments that two recently fledged young were 

observed. 

Species: Blue-winged Teal 

Breeding Evidence Code: FY  

Count: 1 

A Blue-winged Teal hen is observed with her brood of 

ducklings. Although there are 11 ducklings with the hen, 

because only one adult is observed we report a count of 

one. Add in the comments that 11 ducklings were 

observed. 

Dave Messmer 

Vicki St. Germaine 

Species: Common Loon 

Breeding Evidence Code: FY  

Count: 2 

A family of Common Loons are observed on a lake. Since 

two adults are encountered, report a count of two. Add 

in the comments that one recently hatched young was 

observed. 

May Haga 
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Partner Organizations  

Supporters 
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Banner photo: Danica Hogan 
Silhouettes based on photos by: May Haga 

We Want to Hear from You! 
Do you have an atlassing story, thoughts, or 

tips that you’d like to share in the next 

newsletter? Send your short texts to the Atlas 

Office to be considered for inclusion. 

Contact us 

306-249-2894 

1-844-369-2894 (toll-free) 

skatlas@birdscanada.org 

sk.birdatlas.ca 

Travel Support 
Wondering how to support your growing Atlassing 

habit? We may be able to help defray some of your 

costs! Visit the Atlas Travel Support page on the 

website for forms and further details. 

Remote Travel Grants  
Planning a remote Atlassing trip? A limited pool of funds is available to support 

volunteer atlassers aiming to complete squares in remote or underpopulated areas. 

Applications are assessed on a first-come, first-served basis, so apply early! Priority will 

be given to applicants planning to conduct point counts.    

Tax Receipts for Atlassing Expenses 
Bird Studies Canada is able to offer tax receipts for donations through a cheque 

exchange. Volunteer participants can record their mileage and keep receipts for other 

expenses (e.g. food, accommodation), complete an application form, and mail it along 

with a cheque to the Atlas Office. Applications must be received by 1 December for the 

year in which expenses occurred.  

Veuillez contacter le Bureau de l'Atlas si vous souhaitez recevoir ce document en français. 

 

 
Social Media Tip 
 
If you are posting to social media, 

please remember not to share details 

about specific locations of nests, active 

colonies, and rare or sensitive species! 

This helps to avoid disturbances that 

can have negative impacts on the birds 

and their breeding success. DO enjoy 

your sharing everything else about your 

discovery! 

A male Rusty Blackbird observed in the north-

eastern corner of the province—H 

Steve Van Wilgenburg 

http://sk.birdatlas.ca/atlas-travel-support/

